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ABSTRACT
In an effort to better understand how materials absorb light (information which is
extremely useful for applications such as photovoltaic substrate design), this thesis
project focuses on designing and building an instrument to measure how substrates
coated with certain materials emit light. The substrates studied are to be coated with a
fluorescent thin film of Alq3 to provide light emission from the material surface. One
non-planar substrate of particular interest is the cornea of a blow-fly, which is expected to
have emission over a wide angular range. The components of the optical instrument
consist of a femtowatt photodetector, two conjoined rotating stages to allow for light
measurements as a function of solid angle, optical filters, and a UV LED to excite the
fluorescent material.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In a world which relies heavily on non-renewable resources to provide for our
energy needs, finding an efficient, renewable alternative energy source has become an
important goal. Although solar energy is readily available, photovoltaic cells need to
become more efficient and cost-effective to for their consumer market to expand. One
possible way of increasing the efficiency of a solar cell is to increase its surface area in
order to enhance light absorption.
Looking to nature to help solve this problem, we know that blowfly eyes have
evolutionarily adapted to be very efficient in gathering light—consider how difficult it is
to catch a fly, because it has a good angular range of vision. The goal of this thesis is to
design and assemble an instrument under a budget of $2000 that can quantifiably
determine whether the specific shape of a fly cornea provides enhanced electromagnetic
absorption in comparison with a flat substrate.
A simpler way of addressing this question of absorption is to coat the substrate
with a fluorescent thin film and measure its emission characteristics. The research
involved in this thesis focuses on designing an optical instrument in order to measure the
fluorescent emission spectra from different morphological surfaces (such as flat surfaces
and fly corneas) as a function of the solid angle. In particular, the emissive thin-film
material used is Alq3, a fluorescent polymer which can be excited by a short-wave UV
light source.
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Chapter 2

Fluorescent Materials
Materials which emit electromagnetic radiation are called luminescent.
Luminescence occurs when a material excited to a high-energy state releases the excess
energy in the form of light in the process of returning to the ground state. The emitted
wavelengths correspond to the amount of energy in the transition from the excited state to
a lower intermediate or ground state.
Luminescence can be broken down into several classifications which depend on
the method of excitation. These include photoluminescence (electromagnetic excitation),
electroluminescence (excitation by an electric field), cathodoluminescence (excitation by
cathode rays), thermoluminescence (excitation by heat), and chemiluminescence
(excitation by a chemical reaction), among others [1]. Photoluminescence can be further
categorized into fluorescence and phosphorescence, with the distinction that a
phosphorescent material continues to emit electromagnetic radiation for a very long
period of time after the removal of the excitation source (e.g., glow-in-the-dark
materials), while the emission from a fluorescent material immediately and exponentially
decays after removal of the excitation source. Phosphorescent materials often contain trap
centers which capture excited electrons and delay/prolong emission [1, 2].

Fluorescent Properties from Material Structure
Many naturally occurring materials such as willemite, an ore of zinc, fluoresce
under exposure to ultraviolet light. The energy of an emitted photon is described by
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Planck’s relation, E = hν, where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of the
photon. This emitted energy must be less than or equal to the energy of the exciting
photon. Due to dissipative effects and losses in the material, the emitted energy is lower
than the excitation energy, corresponding to a lower frequency (i.e., longer wavelength).
Because of this, many fluorescent minerals which are excited at ultraviolet wavelengths
emit light in the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum [1].
A rudimentary explanation of the mechanism of fluorescence, as described
previously, involves the material entering a high-energy state when excited, with
electromagnetic radiation emitted as the material returns to a lower energy level.
Fluorescence is highly dependent upon the energy levels of the material and the spacing
between them. Although some fluorescent minerals are self-activating, most contain a
fluorescent activator, a small amount of dopant (typically 0.1% or less), usually a metal
(such as manganese), which provides additional energy levels necessary for fluorescence
to occur. Organic dopants can also cause mineral fluorescence. Sometimes a co-activator
is necessary for fluorescence to occur, because a single activator does not always supply
the needed energy levels for a visible wavelength emission [2].
According to molecular orbital theory, the energy levels of organic molecules are
determined by the HOMO [Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital] and LUMO [Lowest
Unoccupied Molecular Orbital]. When the material is exposed to electromagnetic
radiation with energy greater than the gap between the two orbitals, an electron from the
HOMO is promoted to the LUMO, a higher energy state [1].
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Organometallic Fluorescence: Alq3
The molecule of a typical organic fluorescent material consists of a group of
oxygen atoms surrounding a metal core atom [2]. In particular, the material which this
project will focus on is Tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum, or Alq3, a material
commonly used for organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs). The molecule of Alq3 (see
Figure 1) consists of a central aluminum atom bonded to three hydroxyquinolinate rings,
containing oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, and hydrogen [3].

Figure 1. Structure of Alq3 meridional and facial isomers.
Image credit: Dr. Michael Cölle [3].

One advantage of using Alq3 for OLED applications is that it can be evaporated
at relatively low temperatures, yielding an amorphous thin film with some
nanocrystalline domains. Several different phases of crystalline Alq3 exist, each in a
triclinic crystal system including α, β, γ and δ phases, which are not discussed here. As
for the structure of the molecule, there are two main geometrical isomers: facial and
meridional. In the facial isomer of Alq3, the oxygen atoms are located in a plane
mirroring a plane of nitrogen atoms. The predominant type of Alq3 thin films comprise
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the meridional isomer, in which the oxygen and nitrogen atom planes intersect through
the aluminum center. Additionally, both geometric isomers have two associated
enantiomers [3].
This project focuses on the excitation of Alq3 with short-wave UV, circa 280 nm
wavelength. From its measured excitation/emission spectra, Alq3 is known to have a
broadband emission, peaking around a wavelength of 550 nm. In order to consider the
effective “bandgap” energy of Alq3, it is important to consider the excitation modes.
There are two excited states of Alq3: singlet and triplet states. The singlet state refers to
fluorescent behavior and the triplet state to phosphorescent behavior. Within each
excitation mode, there are several energy levels available for the molecule to be excited
into. Typically, emission stems from the lowest excited state to ground level. However, it
is possible to have emission from higher levels as well, which depends on a property
called oscillator strength. Theoretical bandgaps can then be calculated.
The typical bandgap value for the meridional isomer of Alq3 has been
experimentally determined to be 2.77 eV. The lifetime of the excited singlet state is
around 12 ns. Cӧlle determined that thin films of Alq3 are made of 20-30% of triplet
state, but the decay time is in milliseconds, making the phosphorescence relatively
undetectable to the human eye. The quantum efficiency of Alq3 has a maximum of 25%,
but more typically ranges between 10 and 20% [3].
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Chapter 3

Detection and Optical Setup Background Information
The design of an optical system is dependent upon its desired function. The three
basic components necessary for this optical instrument include: (i) an excitation source,
(ii) optical filters, and (iii) a light detector. To explain the rationale for how each
component was selected from amongst multiple options, each of the available options are
explored here in detail.

Excitation Sources
As mentioned previously, the excitation wavelengths of Alq3 lie in the ultraviolet
(UV) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Hence, a UV excitation source is an
essential component of this optical instrument. It is important to ensure that the excitation
spectrum does not overlap with the fluorescent emission from the Alq3. However, as it is
nearly impossible to avoid even a small overlap, by knowing the emission characteristics
of the UV light source, filters can be chosen to select only the desired wavelengths.
The ultraviolet range comprises three segments: UV-A, UV-B, and UV-C. Of
these, UV-A and UV-B are considered long-wave, with UV-B from 280 to 315 nm and
UV-A from 315 to 400 nm. UV-C is short-wave (higher energy) ultraviolet light from
100 to 280 nm [4]. Some minerals which will not fluoresce under long-wave UV will
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fluoresce when exposed to short-wave UV due to the higher energy. It is this short-wave
UV light that will be used to excite the fluorescence of Alq3.
Two main options for ultraviolet light sources are mercury-vapor lamps and UVLEDs, which are briefly discussed next.

Mercury-Vapor Lamps
Mercury-vapor lamps are a type of high-intensity discharge (HID) lamps [5].
When used for traditional lighting purposes, liquid mercury is housed within a quartz
tube, inside a larger borosilicate glass bulb, which absorbs the emitted UV light. Inside
the quartz tube are two main electrodes and a starter electrode which is used to ionize the
mercury and create an arc discharge between the two main electrodes through the
mercury vapor. The electrical energy from the discharge creates excited states in the
mercury vapor, leading to a characteristic wavelength emission spectrum and making the
emitted light appear bluish-green. There are also two main peaks in the UV, at 253.7 and
365.4 nm (see Figure 2) [6].
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Figure 2. Spectral emission of a mercury-vapor lamp.
Image from Zeiss Microscope Light Sources [7].

In a low-pressure mercury-vapor lamp, only the peaks at 184.45 nm and 253.7 nm
are emitted, and the 184.45 nm emission is absorbed by the quartz glass housing. Lamps
with medium pressure may emit at some of the longer characteristic wavelengths, such as
365.4 and 404.7 nm. Mercury-vapor lamps do not often burn out, but rather slowly lose
light intensity with use. Three advantages of mercury-vapor lamps are their relatively
high efficiency, quick warm-up time, and long life. [5, 6]

UV-LEDs
LEDs, or Light Emitting Diodes, are typically manufactured from semiconductors
that emit at a specific wavelength corresponding to the bandgap energy of the
semiconductor. UV LED's are typically made from AlGaN with an AlN or sapphire
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substrate [4]. UV LEDs, as with all LEDs, are not monochromatic, but rather have a
Maxwell-Boltzmann emission distribution in the high-energy portion of their emission
spectrum. This characteristic displays peak emission at a specific wavelength with an
exponential decay tailing off from each side (see Figure 3). [8]

Figure 3. Spectral emission of UV LED with characteristic Maxwell-Boltzmann
emission distribution. Image from Ocean Optics [9].

Three advantages of using a UV LED over a UV lamp are that LEDs last longer,
consume less energy, and have sharper spectral peaks than UV lamps. [4] Because these
UV sources overlap with the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum, it is
necessary to use optical filters to ensure decoupling of the source excitation from the
emitter fluorescence. In this way, the light detector will only sense the fluorescent
emission, rather than the UV radiation.
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Optical Filters
The array of optical filters used for the decoupling the excitation source from the
Alq3 emission are based on the optical setup for a typical fluorescent microscope, which
contains a filter cube with an excitation and emission filter, as well as a dichroic mirror.
As the UV source path is perpendicular to the detector path, the dichroic mirror
strategically placed at a 45º angle relative to the two paths splits the beams, thereby
allowing fluorescent light to pass through but reflecting UV [10].
There are also two filters involved: (i) the excitation filter, placed over the UV
source, functions to pass UV light but block other spectral emission lines, and (ii) the
emission filter, which is placed near the sample in order to minimize any stray
background light and only pick up the fluorescent emission from the substrate. [10]
Various types of filters are available. Some basic filters include band-pass filters,
which contain a special band-pass region where electromagnetic energy is transmitted,
and all other frequencies are rejected. This is the opposite of a band-reject filter, where a
specific band of frequencies are rejected and all other frequencies may pass through.
Other types of filters are high-pass and low-pass filters. It is important to differentiate
between a high-pass frequency filter and a high-pass wavelength filter. A high-pass
frequency filter passes electromagnetic radiation with high frequency, above a certain
cut-on frequency, and is the same as a short-pass wavelength filter. A low-pass frequency
filter allows electromagnetic radiation with low frequencies (below a cut-off frequency),
analogous to a high-pass wavelength filter. Other more complex filters include
interference filters [10].
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One of the important properties of a filter is its optical density, which refers to the
amount of incident light that is absorbed. An ideal filter does not transmit any light in the
no-pass region; however in practice, the filter may only block 99.99% of incident light.
Calculations of optical density are similar to the Beer-Lambert Law for transmittance,
using the formula
OD = ln(I0/I),
where I0 is the light intensity incident on the material, and I is the transmitted light
intensity. Filters with greater optical density scale in price accordingly; hence, when
designing an optical setup, it is important to understand the concept of optical density in
order to reach a suitable compromise in terms of equipment price and filter effectiveness
[11].

Detectors
Various detectors can be used as fluorescent-emission sensors. The basic
requirement is typically a material which will generate an electrical signal upon
photoactivation, which can then be measured. The biggest concerns in selecting a
detector are (i) if it will provide a large enough gain with low noise to be suited for
fluorescent measurements and (ii) if the detector will not exceed 75% of the project
budget. The detectors presented here include: photomultiplier tubes, charge-coupled
devices, CMOS detectors, avalanche photodiodes, and femtowatt photoreceivers.
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Photomultiplier Tubes
Perhaps the simplest detector uses a photoelectric cell, based on the photoelectric
effect. Inside an evacuated tube, an incoming photon with sufficient energy excites an
electron which is emitted from a metal, which in turn generates a photocurrent between
the cathode and anode. To improve detection of the photocurrent, electrons are
accelerated by the application of an electric field across multiple electrodes called
dynodes. This extra energy excites the emission of subsequent electrons in a process
termed photomultiplication, hence the term photomultiplier tube [12].

CCD Arrays
A Charge Coupled Device (CCD) consists of an array of electrodes on an
integrated-circuit chip of a semiconductor material, usually silicon. Incident light
intensity creates potential wells between the electrodes and the substrate, which are
sequentially pushed down the array of the substrate and read as a series of pulses by a
detector. CCD arrays can be either one- or two-dimensional, and typically are sensitive in
the wavelength range of 400 to 1100 nm. One drawback to using CCD arrays is that they
tend to be very expensive, because a cooling system is often necessary to reduce noise
levels [12].
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CMOS Detectors
CMOS stands for Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductors. CMOS detectors
are also integrated semiconductor devices which work similarly to the CCD arrays, but
are smaller in size and have higher noise levels [12].

Avalanche Photodiodes
Similar to photomultiplier tubes, the generation of an excited electron in an
avalanche photodiode also has a multiplicative effect, which acts to increase gain. These
diodes are based on semiconductor device technology where the material is doped to
form a p-n junction. To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio, the device terminals must be
strictly biased near the diode's breakdown voltage. When carriers are excited in the
depletion region within the junction, an electric field bias accelerates them and they
collide with nearby atoms, thereby creating additional carriers.
This photo-multiplicative effect makes avalanche photodiodes extremely useful
devices for detecting low-intensity light signals. They are also cheaper than CCD arrays
[13].

Femtowatt Photoreceivers
A much cheaper alternative to the previous types of detectors is a femtowatt
photoreceiver, which is part of the instrumentation setup for this project. A silicon-based
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device, this detector is capable of picking up signals of 10-15 Watts, and has low signal
noise, typically 6.5 mVrms [14].
Of all of these options, the femtowatt photoreceiver was chosen as the detector for
this instrument, because of its relative cheapness compared to the other detectors while
still possessing the necessary capabilities to function as a fluorescent detector. In fact, it
is also touted specifically for use in fluorescent measurement applications, and as an
alternative

to

photomultiplier

tubes

and

avalanche

photodiodes

[14].

Chapter 4

Optical Instrumentation Design Setup
Design of the instrumentation setup comprises three main parts: the components
of the optical instrument, management of the background light levels, and auxiliary
equipment necessary for device function but not part of the actual instrument.

Components
In order to measure fluorescent emission as a function of the solid angle (in three
dimensions), an optical setup that provides three degrees of freedom is necessary. The
detector statically faces the sample, but has the possibility of movement closer or further
away to measure changes in luminous intensity, if desired. Rotating stages provide
angular reorientation of the sample in two mutually orthogonal planes. A top view of the
instrumentation setup with various components labeled is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The instrumentation setup with labeled components.
Blue line represents UV emission from the LED, green line
represents fluorescent emission from the UV-irradiated sample.

Figure 5. Dimensional measurement of LED, detector, and stage setup with circles
representing the screwed-in posts. Threaded holes are 1’’ apart, as noted.

Detector
A femtowatt photoreceiver (PDF10A, Thorlabs) detects electromagnetic
wavelengths over a range of 320 to 1100 nm on its active area of 1.1x1.1 mm2. This
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detector was selected as the best compromise in terms of cost, capability, and noise level.
The femtowatt photoreceiver has a maximum output signal of approximately 10 V, which
is sent to an oscilloscope. The responsivity of the photodiode over the detection
wavelength range is shown in Figure 6. The transimpedance gain of this device is 1012
V/A with a tolerance of +/- 10%, which may be affected by temperature and humidity
changes [14]. Because of this, measurements should be taken consecutively on the same
day in order to make an appropriate comparison between them.

Figure 6. Responsivity of the femtowatt photodetector. Image used with permission from
Thorlabs PDF10A instrumentation manual [14].
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Figure 7. Technical drawing of silicon photodetector from Thorlabs with dimensions.
Image used with permission from Thorlabs [14].
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Rotating Stages
Measurements encompassing angles in two mutually orthogonal planes are
achieved by perpendicularly mounting two 360° rotating stages (purchased from
Thorlabs) with a common axis of intersection on the sample, allowing for rotation in the
vertical plane by an angle ϕ ϵ [0°, 360°] and in the horizontal plane by an angle θ ϵ [-90°,
90°] (See rotating stages, Figure 8).

Figure 8. Technical Drawing of Rotation Stage. Image
provided with permission of Thorlabs [15].
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The stages were firmly screwed to a stainless steel mounting bracket, and all the
components for the instrumentation setup for this project were securely mounted through
the use of threaded screws and posts on an optics breadboard table, designed to minimize
vibration. Samples are mounted vertically on the conjoined stages.

UV LED
The excitation-emission spectra previously recorded for Alq3 (shown in Figure
9), indicate that this material has a broadband fluorescent emission spanning multiple
wavelengths in the 500-600 nm range, depending on the excitation frequency. The UV
light source chosen for this setup was the UV LED TO-39, purchased from Spectrecology
(produced by Ocean Optics), which emits at a wavelength of 285 nm. This LED was the
best compromise in terms of price, power output, and estimated lifetime. The optical
power output is 800 µW, with a typical lifetime of 2000 hours at 20 mA [10]. There were
several different LED lens types (which boost LED efficiency) to choose from, and a flat
lens was selected because it provides ambient rather than focused light as from a ball or
hemispherical lens.
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Figure 9. Emission spectra of Alq3 upon excitation at (a) 270 nm and
(b) 275 nm taken by collaborator Dr. Raúl Martín-Palma at the
Pennsylvania State University. Intensity scale in arbitrary units.
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Figure 10. Flat lens deep UV LED manufactured by Ocean Optics.
Image from Ocean Optics [9].

To house the LED, a casing tube was purchased to block unwanted lateral
emission. The UV LED has a three-prong lead which was slipped into an appropriate-size
LED socket with wires, and was placed inside the casing supported by a pinhole in the
back. To prevent accidental electrostatic discharge from damaging the device, the LED
was handled with gloves.
The LED is offset at a small angle (less than twenty degrees: note that the LED
casing tube appears positioned in a larger angle than this in the diagram—because it is
not exactly parallel with the walls of the casing). The LED was adjusted so that the UV
light was directed toward the sample. Testing was done by mounting a 1.5x2 cm2
substrate covered with an Alq3 thin film on the stage and directing the UV source to
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excite it. The twin goals were to have UV light locally flood the sample, and to minimize
possible back reflections off the edges of the stage. A pinhole 1 mm in diameter was
constructed and placed on top of the filter outside the LED casing to confine the UV light
solely towards the sample and its substrate. The spot size was measured as approximately
1.5 cm in diameter.

Light Level Management

Filter
As discussed previously, a UV LED has a Maxwell-Boltzmann-like distribution
with a sharp central peak at 285-nm wavelength that tails off exponentially. However, a
finite amount of LED emission does occur in the range of visible wavelengths, which
means that the detector could register this light, even though the intensity is quite small.
A quick spectroscopic measurement sweep of the LED in the visible range showed small
but finite emission compared with a reference, up to a wavelength as high as 550 nm (see
Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Intensity of LED emission in visible spectrum, measurements courtesy of
Stephen Swiontek of the Pennsylvania State University.
Note that it is above the reference spectrum for wavelengths below 550 nm.

Before meaningful measurements can be taken with this instrumentation setup, it
is imperative that the UV LED light source is decoupled from the femtowatt detector, so
that the detector only picks up fluorescent emission from the sample. While
experimentally this is impossible, as even the best bandpass filters are not 100% effective
in blocking the transmission of non-bandpass wavelengths, practically this goal can be
achieved within a certain small margin of error.
To achieve this, an excitation filter and an emission filter were selected, based on
a fluorescent filter cube as explained previously. The excitation filter selected is a 2-mm
thick UV bandpass filter FGUV5 fabricated from BG3 Schott glass by Thorlabs.
Threaded retaining rings secure the excitation filter inside the LED casing, with the UVpass filter effectively attenuating visible wavelengths from 400 to 650 nm while allowing
UV light to pass through with a transmission of approximately 80%. A black surface at
the back of the LED housing acts to prevent back-reflection of UV light.
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Figure 12. Transmittance versus wavelength of the Thorlabs FGUV5 filter.
Image used with permission from Thorlabs [16].

As the detector is sensitive to the 320-550 nm range that the UV LED emits in,
although the excitation filter narrows this overlap range to 320-400 nm, a second filter is
necessary to cut out the long-wavelength UV light before it reaches the detector. The
second filter in the instrumentation setup is an emission filter, which was affixed to the
front of the detector, effectively covering the entire active surface. The transmission
spectrum of this long-wavelength pass filter is shown in Figure 13, with a transmittance
of approximately 90% for wavelengths higher 500 nm. As the peak of Alq3 emission is
around 550 nm, this allows the fluorescent emission signal to pass through the emission
filter with only 10% attenuation.
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Figure 13. Transmittance spectrum of the long-wavelength pass filter placed on top
of the detector. Measurements taken at the Pennsylvania State University,
courtesy of Dr. Raúl Martín-Palma.

Ambient Light
Although the use of filters greatly decreases stray signals from the LED, it is
important to ensure that only the fluorescent emission from the sample is detected, and
not ambient light. While background light levels are almost impossible to eliminate
completely, the measurements were done in a darkroom with only a few low-level light
sources. Care was taken to ensure the overhead lights were off during measurements.
Additionally, in order to cut out other stray background light, a black box was
placed around the entire instrumentation setup, with a lid opening to the top to allow for
manual rotation of the stages between measurements. It was found that the box needed to
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be securely taped to the optics table along the entire bottom edge with black packing
tape; otherwise, slight shifts in the box position caused noticeable background light
changes from nearby equipment display screens, even facing away from the measurement
table. As an added precaution, all exposed metal posts within the experiment box were
spray-painted black as well to avoid any light reflection.

Auxiliary Equipment
Additional equipment necessary for operation of the optical instrument which is
located outside of the black box include a Tektronix Oscilloscope, and power supplies for
the femtowatt detector and UV LED. The oscilloscope is connected with a coaxial cable
to the femtowatt detector to measure the output signal. The power supply for the
femtowatt detector is a simple DC power supply, while a DC power supply with
additional constant current circuit was necessary to power the UV LED.

Constant Current Device
Because the LED is extremely sensitive to changes in voltage, a typical DC
voltage supply is inadequate for this purpose. Additionally, a power supply’s DC current
is difficult to adjust finely, and surpassing the maximum forward current through the
LED (30 mA at room temperature) could permanently damage the LED. Thus, building a
constant current source became desirable to achieve fine tuning of the current and also
ensure that the maximum current through the LED would not be exceeded.
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The design for the constant current source is based on an n-channel MPF102
JFET transistor, and was provided by a lab group member. The circuit schematic is
shown in Figure 14. The maximum drain-to-gate voltage for the transistor is rated at 25
V, and the maximum gate-to-source voltage is -25 V. The largest forward gate current is
10 mA, and the zero-gate-voltage drain current is 20 mA for a drain-to-source voltage of
15 V [17]. The resistance R1 (a potentiometer to allow for adjustment of current) must be
large enough that the voltage drop across the LED is significantly small, but R1 must also
be small enough so that sufficient current can be drawn from the transistor.

Figure 14. Circuit schematic of constant current source to power UV LED.

Additionally, as the UV LED is a non-linear device with respect to its I-V
characteristics, care was taken to make initial current measurements with a resistor in
place as a model for the LED to avoid accidental damage to the LED while testing the
constant-current device with various resistors. Values used for the test resistor were
calculated from the LED’s I-V curve to ensure comparative accuracy of the model.
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With R1 = 1000 Ω, the maximum current delivered to the LED was less than 10
mA. To compromise and get sufficient current from the transistor, two mirror circuits
were built and added in parallel so that the current through the LED was three times as
large. The values of all the potentiometer resistances were 1000 Ω. Because the max
current for the UV LED is 30 mA, operating range was restricted to a maximum of 24
mA to ensure adequate lifetime of the diode.
Additionally, over long periods of use, the diode maximum current slowly
decreases, and less current can be pulled through the LED. For this reason as well,
measurements have to be taken around 18 or 19 mA current.
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Chapter 5

Materials and Methods

Substrate

Thin sheets of brass cut into rectangles of approximately 1.5x2 cm2 provided a
substrate to mount the sample. Pieces of glass cover slide were also considered for this
role; however, as glass was found to fluoresce a slight blue under UV light, brass was
chosen instead to avoid stray substrate signals. To prevent possible back-reflection off the
metal, the brass substrate was spray-painted a non-reflecting black matte.
On top of the base substrate, a small square of Kapton tape approximately 0.5x0.5
cm2 was placed sticky side up, and stuck to the brass by a second piece of Kapton tape
0.1x0.1 cm2 placed sticky side down on top of it. A 2x2 mm2 section of the top tape layer
was removed to expose the sticky surface of the bottom layer Kapton tape while securing
the bottom layer to the brass substrate. (In the case of flat Alq3, both Kapton tape layers
were sticky-side down.)

Fly cornea preparation
Blowfly corneas were harvested via dissection in ethanol under a light
microscope. The eye cornea was then placed on the substrate of sticky sided Kapton tape
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and back-filled using a fine-tipped syringe filled with poly-dimethyl siloxane (PDMS).
Curing the PDMS at 125 °C for about a minute helped ensure that the cornea remained
stationary on the substrate.

Figure 15. Diagram of sample preparation with Blowfly cornea.

Alq3 Deposition
A thin film of Alq3 was deposited on the substrate using a modified conformalevaporated-film-by-rotation (mod-CEFR) technique developed in 2009 by Drew Pulsifer.
This evaporation technique expands upon the traditional CEFR technique of rotating the
substrate in the evaporation chamber to a modified-CEFR, which includes a rocking or
tilting of the sample incident to the vapor flux. The mod-CEFR allows for a more
uniform film deposition on non-planar substrates [18].
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Chapter 6

Equipment Verification
Before meaningful data can be collected from the instrumentation setup, it was
necessary to ensure that the background light levels were stabilized and that the optical
filters effectively blocked UV light. The results from preliminary measurements were
then used to improve the setup to eliminate unwanted signals and variations in the data.
Improvements included: enclosing the setup in a black box to eliminate stray
light, spray-painting the substrates and metallic posts a black matte to reduce reflections,
the addition of pinholes to both the detector and UV LED to cut out stray light signal, and
positioning an LED fixator to keep the LED from gradual movements and misalignment
over time.
A black brass substrate coated with a thin layer of Alq3 and affixed to the sample
stage provided a target on which to center the spot of UV light. After various minor
adjustments to the setup, the background light levels were stabilized within the black box
housing the instrumentation setup. To verify that the source was adequately decoupled
from the detector, a black brass plate was mounted in the sample position and signal
intensity as a function of ϕ was measured for θ ϵ {0°, 10°}.
From these measurements shown in Figure 16, it is clear that the amount of light
from the UV LED that is reaching the detector is minimal—4 mV at maximum (which is
less than the detector’s noise level). As the prepared samples also include a small square
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of Kapton tape, this was measured in comparison with a plain black brass substrate in
Figure 17.

Figure 16. Measurements for flat black-matte brass substrate as functions of
ϕϵ[0°, 360°] for ϴϵ[-90°, 90°].

The addition of a layer of Kapton tape to the black brass substrate did not have an
appreciable effect on the signal level. This indicates that either the excitation and
emission filters are effectively blocking the emitted light from the LED, or that any small
amount of visible light emitted by the LED and passed through the filters is absorbed by
the black brass substrate.
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Figure 17. Comparison of signal measurements from flat black-matte brass plate,
the same plate with Kapton tape, and unpainted brass plate.

Because any visible light emission from the UV LED could overlap with the
fluorescent emission, it was also important to analyze measurements from a plain brass
substrate that was not painted a black matte (and would therefore not absorb visible
light). For this case, the signal level jumped about 12 mV higher than for the black-matte
brass, which suggests limitations in the filters used for the instrumentation setup. While
the appearance of a small signal from the light source is not ideal, it is nearly impossible
to avoid entirely, as no filter will block 100% of incident light.
More interestingly, it must be noted that there are larger variations in the signal
for the unpainted brass substrate, even that the measurements at ϕ = 0° and ϕ = 360° are 8
mV and 14 mV, respectively, although they are really the same angle. This is within the
noise level of 6.5 mVrms.
To determine whether this inconsistency is arising from the filters, a visible
(green) LED was used in place of the UV LED, with the excitation filter removed. As the
intensity of the LED easily saturated the detector, the LED was placed inside a black tube
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with a 550 nm bandpass filter in front of it. The bandpass filter acted as a light attenuator
to diminish the signal. The measurements were taken at θ = 0°, varying the angle ϕ from 0°
to 360° at a stepping interval of 20°, as shown in Figure 18. A second run of the same data is also
pictured, with both runs agreeing closely with each other.

Figure 18. Signal reflected from flat brass plate with
550 nm bandpass filter in front of green LED.

The large variations with ϕ seen here are much bigger than can be accounted for
as noise. Without moving the brass substrate, the bandpass filter setup was re-configured
to a black tube with pinhole encasement for the green LED, with a slab of red glass in
place of the bandpass filter to act as a neutral density filter to diminish the signal.
Although no light was visible through the glass with the naked eye, a small signal was
recorded by the photodetector, which displayed similarly varying results, but with the
peaks and valleys in of the signal appearing at different values of ϕ. The LED current for
this setup was 16.1 mA.
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Figure 19. Signal reflected from flat brass plate with
red glass slab in front of green LED.

As the substrate is relatively uniform, the expected result is flat angular response
when the sample is incident to the detector. The fact that this was not observed indicates
three possibilities:

(i) part of the setup is not functioning properly; (ii) the

instrumentation setup failed to account for an important consideration; (iii) the sample
was polished anisotropically causing angular variations in its reflection measurements.
One of the challenges with this project is ensuring that everything is aligned
properly. Because the UV light is not visible to the human eye, to ensure that the LED
spot size was small enough to flood the sample but not the entire box and also make sure
that it was centered on the stage, a flat black brass substrate coated with Alq3 was used to
align the LED, because the fluorescent emission is visible. As the fly cornea samples
were extremely small (< 2mm in diameter), ensuring that they were exactly centered on
the stage and that the stage was directly facing the detector was rather difficult,
particularly because a laser could not be used to align the detector and substrate, as the
high light-intensity levels would permanently damage the detector. Because of this, the
samples needed to be visibly aligned using a straight edge, leaving some margin of error
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for slight misalignments. Indeed, as the measurements for the flat brass reflections show
strange angular peaks, similar measurements with the fly corneas and also with flat Alq3
of comparable surface area also made little sense, necessitating a halt on further
measurements until this issue was resolved for basic reflection measurements with a flat
substrate to make certain that the optical instrument is operating as designed.
To eliminate the possibility that the setup was misaligned, the optical instrument
was disassembled in its entirety and rebuilt. Unfortunately, this made little difference in
the results. In the case that the polishing of the brass substrate was the root cause of the
inconsistencies, a highly polished silicon wafer 5 cm in diameter was used for reflection
measurements with the green LED. As silicon does absorb some of the light, the signal
was partially attenuated. However, it is still clear from the measurements in Figure 20
that the angular peaks have not been removed, even trying variations such as the addition
of pinholes.

Figure 20. Reflections of silicon wafer with green LED light source.
Signal arbitrarily set to zero.
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The possibility of the sample causing the issue was then ruled out. So, the
remaining causes could be that either the detector is not adequate for the purposes of
these measurements, or that additional optical components such as focusing lenses for the
detector are necessary to add to the setup to generate reliable results.

Conclusions
Considering the budgetary costs of this project, the total cost of the optical
instrument was under projected budget of $2000 (see Table 1). However, this instrument
is of little use unless it is functional.

Table 1. Project Cost Breakdown
Part

Cost/Unit

Quantity

Total (plus S&H)

Rotating Stages

$91.00

2

$188.95

Bracket mount

$44.80

2

$89.59

Femtowatt detector

$800.00

1

$806.95

UV LED

$211.00

1

$221.25

LED Socket

$20.00

1

$20.00

LMRI Lens mount

$15.70

1

$15.70

Camera filter

$15.00

1

$15.00

FGUV5 filter

$71.00

1

$78.85

Long-pass filter

$73.00

1

$73.00

Electrical components

$15.42

1

$15.42

Total

$1,524.71

Budget

$2,000.00

Amount Left

$475.29
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In order to improve the setup, a more sophisticated set of equipment could be
used to reduce the noise levels of the detector. Additions such as an optical chopper and a
lock-in amplifier, while increasing the overall cost of the setup, could possibly provide
better angular resolution measurements, as indicated in the manual of the femtowatt
photoreceiver. An alternative solution would be to reanalyze the budget for this project
and consider if it would be worth the extra costs for a photomultiplier tube.
While unfortunately the goal of this project to study the fluorescent emission of Alq3
from the surface of a fly eye was not realized, if the instrumentation setup can be fixed such that
the optical instrument provides reliable results, this goal can easily be realized in the future using
the methods of sample preparation outlined in this thesis.
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